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Research Challenges

The Artistic Perspective adopted seeks to counteract the anthropocentric and 
authoritarian tendency to objectify plants. Objectification

The intention of the Creative Exercises with Plants is to learn, feel and perform 
through the communication with plant sounds, so the audience and performers 

can empathize with these sentient beings.

The exchange of sound possibilities opens a field for creation and 
experimentation in real time, with new resources of transformation and 
transmission of methodologies within the Academy in the XXI century that 
break with traditional paradigms in music creation, including the Improvisation 
as a fundamental creativity source. 



Contribution

Desirably, these aesthetic and artistic 

exercises will contribute to a reconfiguration of 

realities related to:

• our relationship with the world of plants, evoking and 

fostering empathy for plants as sentient beings;

• our approach as musicians to improvisation, breaking 

with traditional paradigms in interpretation.



Research method and techniques

Phases

1.- Scenic research

Analog, audiovisual, 
computer and 

technical media

Interaction with 

plants

Devices (sound, tactile 
or energetic stimuli) 

2.- Exploratory performances

Test the articulation of 
musical strategies and scenic 

media in a performance 
context

Empathic 
relations

3.- Phitopoetic creation

Selection of sound 
and scenic material

Analysis of audience 
reactions 

Definition of the final 
performance script

Performer

Public Plants



1.- First encounter on stage. Plant – Flute / 

Technology (flute effects in output sound) 

2.- First encounter with Devices (Music of 

the plants) for reading data from plants on 

stage. 

3.- Dancer, imporvisers

4.- Today 

Exploratory Performances 



For today´s performance 

Reading data in 4 situations

Plant with natural light

Plant with water

Plant outside 

Plant in darkness



PlantWave detects slight 
electrical variations in a 
plant via two electrodes 
placed on the leaves and
these variations are graphed 
as a wave,













Next Step

Real time reading data from the plant  with manipulation of sound with the program Ableton
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